Zirconium oxide clusters are generated in the gas phase by laser ablation of the metal into a flow of ca. 5% O 2 /95% He at 100 psig and supersonic expansion into a vacuum chamber. Mass spectra of neutral gas phase zirconium oxide clusters are obtained through photoionization at three different laser wavelengths: 118, 193, and 355 nm. Ionization of the clusters with 118 nm laser radiation is through a single photon ionization mechanism, while ionization by 193 and 355 nm laser radiation is through a multiphoton ͑three or more photon͒ mechanism. Fragment ion features are observed in the mass spectra of Zr m O n ϩ for only the 193 nm and 355 nm ionization schemes. The true neutral Zr m O n cluster distribution is obtained only through 118 nm single photon ionization, as verified by mass spectral peak linewidths and calculations of the cluster binding energies, ionization energies, and fragmentation rates. The neutral cluster distribution consists mainly of the series Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 for mϭ1,...,ϳ30.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal oxides are an important series of practical heterogeneous catalysts and their properties and reactions have been extensively studied. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Nonetheless, uncovering the detailed, microscopic geometrical and electronic structure of an active catalytic site, and thereby generating a reaction mechanism for a heterogeneous catalytic reaction, is still an elusive goal.
Neutral metal oxide clusters have a wide variety of electronic and structural properties that in some instances reflect bulk properties and in others reflect defect or surface structures. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Various sizes of metal oxide clusters can be produced and/or emphasized [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] that have their own specific characteristics ͑cluster structure, bond energy, ionization threshold, electronic states͒ and even reactivities (V m O n ,Zr m O n ,Fe m O n ,Cu m O n ). [11] [12] [13] Metal oxide cluster properties, structures, reactivities, and catalytic efficacy should change with cluster size. One can anticipate that a particular cluster or subset of clusters will possess properties that resemble those of surface or bulk materials that are catalytically active. Clusters are, however, much easier and simpler to study in detail, both experimentally and theoretically, than are surfaces or bulk materials with defects.
14 Therefore, systematic exploration of the properties, reactions, and catalytic reactivities of neutral transition metal oxide clusters as a function of cluster size should generate a fundamental understanding of the practical application of metal oxide species in catalysis.
Numerous studies of anionic, neutral, and cationic metal oxide clusters have been performed in recent years employing UV and IR multiphoton ionization mass spectroscopy, photoelectron spectroscopy, and microwave spectroscopy. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Electronic spectroscopy of metal oxide clusters has been limited to small ͑diatomic and triatomic͒ clusters because of the large density of electronic states that most M m O n species have. Elucidation of the neutral cluster distribution and knowledge of the thermodynamically stable species in the gas phase can generate information on cluster nucleation and growth mechanisms and stable neutral cluster structures. Mass spectra representing the neutral cluster distribution are thus a first step in the understanding of neutral metal oxide clusters.
The neutral metal oxide cluster distribution in the gas phase can be determined by mass spectroscopy; however, the clusters must first be ionized to be detected. One of the most gentle and precise methods of cluster ionization is by a photon, but metal oxide clusters typically have ionization energies greater than 6.5 eV; single photon ionization is thus difficult but not impossible to achieve. 13 Typically the neutral cluster distribution is ionized by multiphoton ionization processes at 193 nm ͑ArF laser͒ during which from 2 to 10 or more photons can be absorbed by the M x O y clusters due to their high density of electronic states for both neutral and cationic species. Under these conditions, cluster fragmentation is typical 12 and subsequent loss of M, O, M a , O b , M x O y , etc., species compromises the attempt to observe the neutral cluster distribution through mass spectroscopic techniques.
Recently, 118 nm radiation, generated from the ninth harmonic of a Nd/YAG laser ͑1064 nm͒ fundamental output ͑1064 nm-KDP-355 nm-Xe/Ar-118 nm͒, has been applied to ionize several cluster systems ͓e.g., C n , 22 ͑Ref. 13͔͒ by a single photon mechanism. Kaizic et al. 21 report mass spectra of neutral carbon clusters detected through 118 nm laser ionization that are quite different from those ionized through a multiphoton technique. Metal oxide clusters can be expected to ionize by a single photon mechanism employing 118 nm ͑10.5 eV͒ radiation, and thus these clus-ters will not in general be fragmented in the detection process.
The neutral cluster distribution for zirconium oxide has been studied in the last few years by two multiphoton ionization techniques. Foltin et al. 12 report mass spectra of Zr m O n species using 193 nm laser ionization. In intense 193 nm laser light, only Zr m O mϪ1 ϩ species are observed and the approach of covariance mapping of the mass spectral features supports the mechanism of multiphoton ionization/ neutral cluster fragmentation for the detection process. If the ionization laser intensity for 193 nm is greatly reduced, only clusters of the form Zr m O 2m (mу5) are observed and the Zr m O 2mϪ1 series disappears. van Holden et al. 15 use high fluence IR radiation to ionize Zr m O n clusters by a multiphoton process and again only Zr m O 2mϪ1 ϩ clusters are detected with an intensity pattern that is similar to that observed by UV ͑193 nm͒ multiphoton ionization. In general one can conclude that multiphoton ionization ͑more than three photons at 193 nm and more than 30 photons at ca. 1000 cm Ϫ1 ͒ leads to neutral cluster fragmentation for the Zr m O n clusters system.
In the present study of the neutral cluster distribution of Zr m O n species ͑created by laser ablation of the metal into an O 2 /He mixture, which then undergoes a supersonic expansion into a vacuum system͒, both single photon ͑118 nm͒ and multiphoton ͑193 and 355 nm͒ ionization techniques are employed. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The experimental procedures and apparatus employed in these studies are similar to those described in Refs. 11-13. Briefly, the Zr m O n clusters are generated by laser ablation of the metal into a gas mixture of 6% O 2 /94% He. This mixture of helium gas and Zr m O n is then expanded into a vacuum system through a 2 mmϫ5 cm nozzle channel. The backing pressure of the expansion/reaction gas mixture is 100 psig. The pulsed supersonic nozzle/laser ablation/cluster source is most recently described in Ref. 12 . The Zr metal foil ͑0.1 mm thick, 99.98% pure͒ for ablation is purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.
The generated clusters pass through a skimmer and into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer ͑TOFMS, Wiley-McLaren design͒ where they are ionized by laser ͑355, 193, 118 nm͒ radiation. 13 The experimental timing is controlled by an SRS DG535 time delay/pulse generator ͑Stanford Research Systems͒ and the microchannel plate detector output is captured and stored ͑pulse by pulse, at a 10 Hz rate͒ by a RTD 720A ͑Tektronix͒ transient digitizer connected to a personal computer. In order to ensure accurate timing for ion arrival and detection times, a photodiode monitoring the ionization laser pulse is employed to generate a zero of time. This zero time point removes fluctuations associated with the laser firing. A true time zero for each spectrum is obtained from this diode pulse and from fitting mass peaks. The accuracy or residual error for this procedure is 1 ns or less. laser ionization 15 shows essentially the same features and relative intensities. The peak intensities of the Zr m O 2mϪ1 ϩ (mϾ2) are decreased with higher 193 nm laser energy/pulse ͑Ͼ1 mJ/pulse͒ as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . This decrease of peak intensity for mϾ2 results in an increase in the Zr and ZrO intensities as can be seen in Fig. 1͑a͒ compared to Fig. 1͑b͒ . On the other hand, if the laser intensity is reduced to ca. 0.6 mJ/pulse at 193 nm, the mass spectrum begins to change and features belonging to series Zr m O 2m ϩ appear for mу5. As the ionization laser energy/pulse is reduced below 0.5 mJ/pulse, the Zr m O 2m ϩ features dominate the mass spectra ͓see Figs. 1͑c͒, 1͑d͒, 1͑e͒, and 1͑f͒. These results imply that the observed Zr m O 2mϪ1 ϩ mass spectral features arise from the fragmentation of Zr m O 2m neutral clusters due to the multiphoton absorption of 193 nm photons. As the laser intensity is lowered, the Zr 5 O 10 ϩ feature becomes the most intense peak in the spectrum. Note that with ionization laser energy/pulse below 0.5 mJ/pulse, no cluster with m Ͻ5 is observed. Based on similar results, Foltin et al. 12 considered the Zr 5 O 10 neutral cluster to be an especially stable structure in the neutral cluster distribution.
III. RESULTS
The TOFMS measured by 118 nm and 355 nm laser ionization are shown in Fig. 2 . One can easily separate the 118 nm detected mass spectrum from that detected by 355 nm ionization by comparison of the three spectra presented in this figure. The 118 nm light is generated by tripling the 355 nm light in a Xe/Ar ͑1:10͒ cell of ca. 200 torr total gas pressure. 13 Both laser beams are transmitted to the TOFMS ionization region by the final MgF 2 lens at the cell output. The 118 nm light is focused to less than ca. 50 m, while the 355 nm light is defocused to ca. 5 mm. The 355 nm light is still intense enough at 23.5 mJ/pulse to generate ions by a multiphoton process. Spectrum 2͑b͒ is generated from an evacuated tripling cell and shows a typical fragmentation, multiphoton ionization set of features. The Zr m O 2mϪ1 features in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ have roughly the same intensity, which further suggests that they arise only from 355 nm ionization/fragmentation processes. Note also that the Zr and ZrO features are intense in these spectra due to fragmentation ͓compare to Figs. 2͑c͒ and 1͑a͔͒. In spectrum 2͑a͒, the most intense features are of the two series Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 and some weaker features belonging to the series Zr m O n (nϾ2mϩ1) are observed. Spectrum 2͑c͒ is obtained with 17 mJ/pulse 355 nm light ͓rather than 23.5 mJ/pulse for 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒ defocused to ca. 8 mm in the ionization region, and 500 torr of Xe/Ar in the cell: the Zr m O 2mϪ1 series is completely missing. This demonstrates ͑qualitatively͒ that the 355 nm ionization/fragmentation processes require more than three photons. Note that ZrO 2 ϩ and ZrO 3 ϩ peaks are observed in Fig. 2͑c͒ and that the fragmentation features Zr 3 . TOF mass spectra of zirconium oxide clusters detected by 118 nm ionization. These spectra are measured by ionizing different regions of supersonic jet gas pulse of zirconium oxide clusters by displacing the laser horizontally a few mm and by delaying the ionization laser pulse with respect to the ablation process a few s.
pulsed supersonic expansion ͑1 mm is equivalent to ϳ1 s͒ or by delaying the ionization laser timing. Thus, the cluster size distribution is not equal throughout the gas pulse and varies considerably and systematically within the pulse due to velocity slippage ͓larger clusters are more slow to accelerate to beam velocity (ϳ2ϫ10 5 cm/s, for a He beam͔, and perhaps also due to time needed for larger cluster synthesis. Nonetheless, the main series of observed clusters are still Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 with smaller clusters having the larger concentrations. This latter fact is most likely a function of a statistical, collisional growth process. Note that this correct behavior is contrary to that observed for 193 nm ionization ͑even at low laser power͒. We will discuss this observation in the next section. Figure 4 gives an expanded view of some of the mass spectra of Fig. 2͑a͒. Figures 1 and 2 ϩ features are isotope masses and peak intensities ͑in parentheses͒ showing the expected distribution of cluster features for two Zr atoms in the cluster ͑90, 91, 92, 94-ca. 5:1:1.5:1.5 natural abundance͒. The discrepancy between the anticipated isotopic feature intensities and those measured is probably attributable to system response time, as these spectra are obtained at 250 M samples/s for the digitizer, and the single pulse spectra can saturate the digitizer range for multiple ion events. Linewidths for the Zr 2 O 4 features are ca. 10 ns and reflect the temporal laser linewidth. The width of the Zr 2 O 3 ϩ feature is ca. 500 s and reflects a distribution of decay times for the parent ions along with the now unresolved isotopic distribution. In the next section, we will discuss the implications of these results for the fragmentation mechanism. The Zr 5 O 9 ϩ /Zr 5 O 10 ϩ spectra presented in Fig. 4͑b͒ demonstrate similar linewidth and fragmentation behavior. Figure 5͑a͒ shows an expanded view of one of the Zr 2 O 4 mass spectral isotopic features.
The spectra presented in Fig. 5 compare the time averaged ͑500 laser pulses͒ linewidth for one of the Zr 2 O 4 isotope peaks ͑246͒ and single laser pulse derived spectra of the same feature. The linewidth for a single pulse peak is smaller ͑Ͻ4 ns͒ than the averaged one, and its peak position is slightly shifted from the average center of all 500 laser pulses which has very nearly a Gaussian line shape. These single pulse/averaged pulse differences are due to the nature of the unseeded ͑in this instance͒ Nd/YAG 1064 nm output pulse shape and the slight difference in the neutral cluster arrival time for each ionization laser pulse. The laser pulse is naturally somewhat mode locked with much of the output intensity coming in a few hundred ps pulses randomly distributed within the ''10 ns pulse envelope.'' One calculates that, for a detector gain of ca. 10 7 , a single ion creates a ca. 10 mV voltage pulse into 50 ⍀. Most laser pulses produce single ion signals for each isotopic peak, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . These features can be observed for two reasons: ͑1͒ the data are collected such that the detector output is separately stored for each laser pulse ͑at 10 Hz͒ and averaged only after all the 500 spectra are acquired; 11, 12 and ͑2͒ the 118 nm laser beam is tightly focused ͑р50 m͒ so that the nonfragmented ions are all created at the same time ͑within the 10 ns average pulse envelope͒ and position in the ionization region of the TOFMS. The linewidth for the individual laser pulses is controlled by the sampling rate of the RTD720A transient digitizer ͑2 G sample/s but in Fig. 5 0.25 G sample/s is used͒. Thus, even the averaged ca. 10 ns Gaussian full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of the nonfragmented mass features is composed of a distribution of narrower ͑ca. 2 ns͒ individual peaks generated by each laser pulse.
Mass spectra for Zr m O n clusters, ionized by 1 mJ/pulse 193 nm radiation, are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of ionization laser timing. These spectra should be compared to those in Fig. 3 obtained with 118 nm ionization, also as a function of laser timing. Note that, for 118 nm ionization, the overall cluster distribution as a function of laser timing is different from that for 193 nm laser timing, even taking into account that at 193 nm detection Zr m O 2mϪ1 ϩ clusters are observed and that at 118 nm detection, Zr m O 2m,2mϩ1 ϩ clusters are observed. These issues will be discussed in the next section.
The low energy, 193 nm radiation detected cluster ion distribution is present in Fig. 7 as a function of ionization laser timing with respect to the ablation laser. Note that the Zr 5 O 10 ϩ cluster is intense under these ionization conditions for an appropriate timing range of the ionization laser pulse. Obviously, the cluster beam is not homogeneous, but still under these conditions, the Zr 5 O 10 neutral cluster is present at high relative concentration for mу5 ͑compare with spectra of Fig. 3͒ .
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section we will discuss two related topics: ͑1͒ the gas phase neutral cluster distribution for zirconium oxide clusters generated by laser ablation of the metal, reaction of the metal atoms, clusters, and ions with oxygen, and subsequent cooling ͑perhaps growth͒ of the reaction products by supersonic expansion into a vacuum ͑ca. 100 psig to ca. 5 ϫ10 Ϫ6 torr); and ͑2͒ fragmentation mechanisms for neutral clusters upon ionization by 193 and 355 nm radiation.
A. The neutral cluster distribution
All of the data reported in this paper ͑linewidths, ionization intensity patterns, timing͒ support the conclusion that the 118 nm ionization results represent the true neutral cluster distribution; that is, the most stable, neutral clusters are of the forms Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 , for mϭ1,...,Ͻ30. ZrO and ZrO 3 clusters are also present, along with the less abundant series Zr m O 2mϩ2,3,4 . These latter cluster series and ZrO 3 are not observed if the mass distribution is detected through 355 or 193 nm ionization. Thus, 118 nm ionization does not fragment the neutral cluster distribution. This conclusion is further supported by RRK and density functional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations discussed below in the context of a fragmentation mechanism.
An estimate of the relative abundances of the neutral clusters within each of these series (Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 ) and between series can be obtained from tion mass spectra͒. This distribution, with abundant small and fewer large clusters, is typical of a statistical growth dominated cluster system. 11, 12 Within this general trend, cluster Zr 5 O 10 and ca. Zr 7 O 14 to Zr 9 O 18 seem to be somewhat more abundant than their immediate neighbors in the neutral cluster distribution. Note that this is not a simple determination because laser ͑beam homogeneity͒ timing plays a significant role in the apparent intensity patterns of the mass spectra ͑see Fig. 3͒ . The relative intensities of the cluster features for 118 nm ionization are generally independent of laser intensity ͑from 24 mJ/pulse to 3 mJ/pulse at 355 nm͒, if fragmentation by residual 355 nm radiation is considered.
B. Fragmentation mechanisms for 193 and 355 nm ionization
Consider first ionization by 193 nm radiation. Based on Fig. 1 , one can see that 193 nm light at ca. 1.8 mJ/pulse, focused to 0.1ϫ1.0 mm ͑ca. 2ϫ10 8 W/cm 2 intensity͒, generates extreme fragmentation such that the prominent species detected are Zr, ZrO, and Zr 2 O 3 . This fragmentation pattern must arise from many ͑Ͼ4͒ absorbed photons for each cluster. At ca. 1 mJ/pulse of 193 nm laser radiation, the smaller clusters (mϽ5) are observed with reduced intensity probably because they require a greater number of photons to ionize, and with the reduced energy/pulse ͑1 versus 2 mJ/ pulse͒, the cluster fragmentation is not so extreme. ͓Note the ZrO/Zr 2 O 3 ratio in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ .͔ The ''Gaussianshaped'' cluster ion distribution is typical of a fragmentation pattern. 12 Assuming that the neutral cluster distribution consists mainly of the two series of clusters Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 , in the range of laser energy/pulse 0.5 to 1.0 mJ/ pulse, one can suggest that the fragmentation is of the form ϩ (mу5) clusters are observed. This evolving distribution of cluster ions arises because small, more abundant clusters have high ionization energies, and larger, lower ionization energy clusters are not abundant ͑under these growth conditions͒. Smaller clusters have lower densities of states, which also reduce the overall cross section for ionization. Thus, we suggest that cluster fragmentation caused by ͑multiphoton͒ ionization processes, if it is not extreme, is local such that, for example, Zr 5 ϩ mass spectral features are linewidth limited by the laser pulse duration. If fragmentation occurs with loss of a Zr x (xϭ1,...) species, these features would be broad unless the fragmentation time were less than 1 ns. This fast rate would not be possible unless a cluster were to absorb 10 or more photons of 355 nm light. Since the intensity of 355 nm light is low ͑Ͻ24 mJ/pulse at 10 ns duration and 0.5 cm 2 -5ϫ10 6 W/cm 2 ), one does not expect more than three or four photons at 355 nm to be absorbed by a cluster. Thus, again, the most likely fragmentation mechanism for 355 nm ionization is loss of one or two O atoms from a cluster.
Both 355 and 193 nm ionization/fragmentation of these clusters apparently causes the strongest bond ͑ZrO-183 kcal/ mol, O 2 -119 kcal/mol, Zr 2 -Ͻ100 kcal/mol) in the cluster to break, clearly the reaction pathway for other fragmentations includes a significant activation energy. Now consider the possibility of fragmentation by a single 118 nm ͑10.5 eV͒ photon. Although the 10 ns linewidth for the 118 nm ionized Zr m O 2m,2mϩ1 cluster series, along with the previously discussed calculations, strongly suggest that this single photon ionization process does not cause neutral cluster fragmentation on a time scale slower than ϳ1 ns, faster fragmentation is still a logical possibility. One can estimate the 118 nm laser energy/pulse at roughly 0.5 J/pulse which corresponds to ca. 10 11 photons/pulse. Table I gives the calculated values for the vertical and adiabatic ionization energies for the most stable cluster structures of these neutrals. Ionization energies of ZrO and ZrO 2 clusters have been estimated by electron impact studies to be ca. 6 eV and ca. 9 eV, respectively. 26 The calculated vertical values are in quite good agreement with those experimental estimates. The ZrO 2 ϩ →ZrO ϩ ϩO minimum dissociation energy is calculated at 4.4 eV. E* for 118 nm single photon ionization is E* ϭ10.5 eV (118 nm photon)ϩ2.88 eV ͑internal energy)Ϫ8.99 (adiabatic ionization energy for ZrO 2 )ϭ4.4 eV. Thus, both E* and E diss are ca. 4.4 eV and roughly equal. The time for such a dissociation is certainly not less than 1 ns as required for the process to be consistent with the experimental linewidth of the mass spectral features generated by 118 nm ionization. Larger clusters would dissociate even more slowly based on densities of states estimates. Thus, one can conclude that 118 nm radiation used for Zr m O 2m and Zr m O 2mϩ1 ionization does not fragment these clusters within the experimental time scale.
The Zr 5 O 10 cluster appears to have a special stability in the 193 nm derived mass spectrum, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 7 and as reported in Ref. 12 . One can also make this argument based on some of the 118 nm ionization data ͑Fig. 3͒, as well as the previously reported DFT calculations. 12 The main difference between the 118 nm and 193 nm derived mass spectral data is that clusters with mϽ5 have too high an ionization energy and/or too low a density of states for the low energy/pulse ͑р0.5 mJ/pulse, Fig. 1͒ ϩ , m у5 cluster ion series appears, and the covariance map for Zr m O 2mϪ1 ϩ clusters indicates that this latter pattern is due to neutral cluster growth. They did, however, attribute the loss of small cluster (mϽ5) signals to rapid cluster growth and not high ionization energy/low density of states for Zr m O 2m,2mϩ1 , mϽ5. They correctly identify the Zr 5 O 10 neutral cluster as especially stable based on mass spectral peak intensities and DFT calculations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The major result of this study is to show that high energy, single photon ͑10.5 eV, 118 nm͒, low intensity (10 11 photons/pulse) photoionization of transition metal oxide neutral clusters ͑zirconium oxide, Zr m O n ) can be employed to determine the neutral cluster distribution in the gas phase. Even though one cannot, at present, select individual clusters for study, as one can do with ionic clusters, one can know the neutral cluster relative populations. This information can then be used to study the reactivity and chemistry of the neutral clusters.
The Mass spectral features generated by a tightly focused ͑р50 m͒, 118 nm ionization laser are very sharp and their linewidths are governed by the duration of the laser pulse. Such linewidths are the hallmark of nonfragmenting ionization of neutral clusters. The average full width for these features at half-maximum is ca. 10 ns, but individual laser pulses can generate widths as small as a few ns or less due to the laser mode structure.
At low laser intensity for the multiphoton ionization process, cluster ions with mϽ5 are not observed due to higher cluster ionization energies and lower cluster density of states for the small clusters. These small clusters are also not generated by larger cluster fragmentation at low laser intensities.
We are now in the process of studying the reactions of these neutral clusters with small gas phase molecules. 
